Pattern recognition methods are used in the final stage of a traffic sign detection and recognition system, where the main objective is to categorize a detected sign. Support vector machines have been reported as a good method to achieve this main target due to their ability to provide good accuracy as well as being sparse methods. Nevertheless, for complete data sets of traffic signs the number of operations needed in the test phase is still large, whereas the accuracy needs to be improved. The objectives of this work are to propose pre-processing methods and improvements in support vector machines to increase the accuracy achieved while the number of support vectors, and thus the number of operations needed in the test phase, is reduced. Results show that with the proposed methods the accuracy is increased 3-5% with a reduction in the number of support vectors of 50-70%.
Introduction
The visibility of traffic signs is crucial for the drivers and pedestrians safety [1] . For this reason, automatic systems developed to give information about traffic signs are one of the most important issues for research of intelligent transportation systems. Although there are some systems focused in the retroreflectivity [2] , most of the research in this field has been done in automatic traffic sign detection and recognition systems (TSRDS) with a wile range of applications to be applied: autonomous driving, driving assistance systems and automatic road sign inventory.
Most of TSDRS are divided into three stages: segmentation, detection and pictogram classification. The role of the first stage is to isolate candidate blobs to be classified, whereas the detection block selects those blobs that have an appropriate traffic sign shape and the classification stage identifies the information of the traffic sign or determine that the candidate blob is noise.
There are many research fields to improve TSDRS such as improvements in the segmentation and detection blocks. Nevertheless, one of the most important issues is to improve the classification stage in such a way that recognition time can be minimized while keeping a high accuracy level. Generally, the input to this stage is variable sized and candidate regions must be appropriately represented for a given classification technique. There are two options to make the classification:
1. To extract some features from the image and to use these features as inputs to the classifier. 2. To present the part of the image itself through the sub-sampled pixel intensities.
In the first case, each candidate blob is characterized by a vector. Examples of methods to extract features used in road sign identification are histograms [3] , FFT computed after a complex log-mapping of exterior borders [4, 5] and wavelets [6, 7] .
In the second approach, among those who work directly with the image, different sizes are considered. The compromise between a good resolution to discern the classes and computational cost determines the size to which the images are scaled. Some examples of normalized images are 18 Â 18 pixels in. [8] , 30 Â 30 in. [9] , 16 Â 16 in. [10] and 31 Â 31 in. [11] . Additionally, in [11, 12] a mask is applied before the recognition task in order to remove the background regarding the information of the sign board shape.
Having adopted the appropriate features, several recognition methods have been proposed such as a Back-propagation Neuronal Network (NN) [5, 8, 9] , Kohonen network [13] where the network is trained considering rotation and occlusion, adaptive resonance theory (ART) network [14] and radial basis function (RBF) as is described in [10] . Alternative classifiers have also been proposed such as a matching based classifier [4] , a non-linear correlator in [15] , or a normalized correlation-based pattern matching using a traffic sign database in [16, 17] . Especially good results have been achieved when the classification method is based on support vector machines (SVM) with a Gaussian kernel [18, 11, 19] .
Nevertheless, the identification of the sign in a TSDRS is technically difficult to realize due to the following problems:
1. Lighting conditions of the scene are changeable according to the time of the day or night and affect the color perception of road signs. So, the illumination level has a great influence on the vectors to identify. For the same scene, the use of different cameras and different settings for the same camera can provoke variations in the image. Although road signs are man-made objects defined by international specifications, there are small variations with respect to pictograms according to manufacturers.
2. The variety of different road signs (classes) to be distinguished is enormous in each country.
As well as dealing with all these issues, a recognition system should also avoid erroneous identification of non-signs, i.e. limit the number of false alarms and finally, even when the purpose is not oriented to real time applications (in our case we are concerned with road maintenance tasks), the computation time should be low. Moreover, the system need to be evaluated with a realistic traffic sign database containing a large enough number of examples. The goal of this work is to combine several pre-processes and improvements on the SVMs to make the traffic sign recognition task less expensive computationally whilst the accuracy is improved.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief description of the TSDRS on which the optimization recognition process presented in this paper is based. In Section 3, the features of the complete road-sign database used for this work are presented whereas in Section 4, several pre-processing methods are implemented and compared in order to reduce the number of support vectors. Section 5 is focused on the optimization of SVMs and so, the tuning of the hyperparameters associated with the learning machine is described in the sub-Section 5.1, where the optimization of a functional, made by means of Particle Swarm Optimization, allows us to achieve a compromise between the error estimation and the number of support vectors regarding a cost function. This optimization is run independently for each classifier in Section 5.2 and finally, the sub-Section 5.3 proposes an algorithm to reduce the number of support vectors grouping those that are located near enough and can be considered as a unique vector. The final section reports the experimental results that are carried out with our database combining several algorithms. Results demonstrate how the number of support vectors is reduced drastically with the use of the proposed techniques while the accuracy is increased.
System overview
An exhaustive description of our TSDRS on which the optimization of this work is based can be found in [11] . The global system allows us to extract signs from a video sequence, and categorize them into specific type categories. The system consists of the following steps:
Although this work is focused in the improvement of the recognition or classification stage, it is important to know how the information is provided to this last stage.
Segmentation
The segmentation step in traffic sign recognition is a key step in order to get a successful performance. Its purpose is to isolate candidate traffic signs from the background in the scene. Color information is considered in our system to extract candidate objects from the input image by thresholding. The difficulties found in traffic sign segmentation are related to illumination changes and traffic sign deterioration. It is important to point out that in RGB space the high correlation between the three components and the sensitivity to illumination changes makes difficult to find the correct thresholds in an empirical way as it was demonstrated in [20] . Some of the major advantages of the HSI color space are that it has only two color components, Hue and Saturation, and both components are closely related to human perception. Hue represents the dominant color value and Saturation the purity of color with high values given pure colors and low values colors with high mix of white. We think that hue and saturation components of the HSI space are sufficient to isolate traffic signs in a scene working with fixed thresholds under a wide range of illumination condi- tions. The values of these thresholds have been fixed from the study of hue and saturation histograms. Since hue and saturation components do not contain information to segment white objects, an additional achromatic decomposition similar to the one used in [21] , is implemented. Here the ratios among the RGB components are analyzed. In Fig. 1 some segmentation examples are illustrated, including only the interest masks. It is necessary to point out that extracted objects whose sizes in the image are not suitable regarding to a traffic sign are discarded. So, in Fig. 1 the big areas related to the sky and the road are removed.
Most of the common road signs present a red rim and an inner white region. This characteristic leads us to consider the sign as a possible sum of two contributions corresponding to their chromatic and achromatic segmentation masks, where each part is processed independently in the complete system. The advantage of this idea is that a sign can be detected by different colors. In Fig. 2 we can see an example.
Detection
The detection block can be divided into two sub-blocks. The shape classification sub-block performs the identification of the shape of the blob comparing their signature (defined as the distance from the mass center to the edge of the blob as a function of the angle [22] ) with the signature of the theoretical shapes of an equilateral triangle, a square and a circle. Fig. 3 shows the signature of the three references shapes, along with their corresponding shapes. To make the algorithm invariant to object rotations, comparisons are performed using the absolute value of the FFT of the signature signals, instead of the signature itself. Finally, to make the algorithm invariant to object scaling, a normalization of the energy of the signature is also performed. The main advantages of the implemented algorithm are its invariance to object translation, scaling, rotations and a great robustness to camera projection deformation. A complete description of this block can be found in [23] . The output is the blob list returned by the segmentation step updated with its estimated shape.
The other sub-block achieves the localization of the shape. For a triangle and a rectangle, localization means the estimation of the position of its three or four vertices respectively. For instance, in Fig. 4 we can see how these correspondences can be extracted from the previously computed signature. For a circle, it means the estimation of the coordinates of the center, the major and minor axes and the orientation of the major axis of the corresponding ellipse. With these points correspondences, a homography can be estimated that allow the system to place the traffic sign in a reference position.
Recognition
Once a candidate blob has been nominated as a possible traffic sign, the purpose of the recognition stage is to identify the information related to the pictogram of the traffic sign or determines the candidate blob to be noise. In our TSDRS this step is implemented by SVM with Gaussian kernel where the input vector is a normalized size block of 31 Â 31 pixels in gray-scale for each candidate blob. Although a first approach is to use a binarization of the pictograms, the results we obtained in this way were sensitively worst. In real environments, traffic signs are affected by illumination changes, shadows and occlusions, what makes simple thresholding to provoke important confusions at the recognition stage [24] . On the other hand, it is difficult to find an adaptative thresholding, such as the algorithm proposed by Otsu [25] , that does not introduce distortion in any pictogram sample due to lack of information respect to the original level of intensity. In addition, the use of binarization in similar pictograms from different classes, for instance speed limit signs, makes the classification system confuse and so, gray-scale is preferred to binary images. In order to reduce the dimensions of feature vectors, only those pixels that cover the area of the traffic sign are computed with the use of a mask, in such a way as is described in [11] .
The problem under study is a multi-class one with some noise samples that do not belong to any class. It has to be noted that noise samples come from the segmentation and detection stage and should be identified as noise. In order to simplify the difficulties of the recognition problem, both the training and testing are done according to the color and shape of each candidate region. Thus, every object is only compared with those signs that have the same color and geometric properties as the blob to be identified. The extension of the SVMs learning method in this case is done following a one-against-all strategy [26] and so, the number of classifiers M needed is equal to the number of classes that belong to the case considered, such as red circular or red triangular. This means that in the one-against-all strategy, we have not built a binary classifier to separate noise from the rest, but noise samples are included in the group named rest in every binary classifier. When none of the classifiers gives a positive output, the sign under study is considered to be noise. When two or more classifiers give positive outputs, the one with highest output is taken. Each one of the different M one-vs.-all classifiers are implemented in our initial system using a radial basis function (RBF) kernel (1), since other kernels, such as polynomial or sigmoidal ones, gave worse results.
We must point out that only some pattern vectors of the whole set define the decision hyperplane. These pattern vectors are known as support vectors. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the positive support vectors that define the binary decision region for the speed limit traffic sign of 100 km/h.
Due to the size normalization of each blob, the method is invariant to scale changes. Results obtained for a video sequence are illustrated in Fig. 6 , where all identified objects are drawn over the image with their respective geometrical shape. As is explained above, a road sign can be segmented twice due to two contributions: chromatic and achromatic.
Road-sign database
In the creation of a considerable traffic sign database, the most important aspects to consider are, firstly, the possible variations regarding lighting conditions and different pictograms for the same class as we can see in Fig. 5 and, secondly, the high number of different classes for each segmentation and possible shapes associated. However, although there are numerous works related to road sign identification, we have not been able to find any standard traffic sign set.
For this purpose, the Recognition and Multi-sensorial analysis group (GRAM) at the Universidad de Alcalá have collected a complete database of Spanish traffic signs, which is summarized in Table 1 for some of the different sets. As we can see, the number of collected patterns for blue signs is lower than for red signs since the blue ones are less frequent in roads. All the samples have been extracted from images acquired by different video-cameras under variable lighting conditions. The stored patterns are gray level and have 31 Â 31 pixels of size with homogeneous background for no-interest pixels, as is mentioned above. Thus, the number of significant components is 961 for rectangular signs while in circular signs it is reduced to 709 and for triangular signs to 511.
Although results shown in this work have been obtained with the mentioned database, the training set is easily configurable and a new set can be defined for specific traffic signs from other countries. In fact, the system has been applied to Canadian and European signs in the same way that in the case of Spanish signs. Results we have obtained are similar for all cases.
Image enhancement
One of the problems to overcome in traffic sign recognition is the variation of illumination conditions we can find in natural outdoor environments, as has been mentioned. On the other hand, the computational cost in SVMs classification is related directly to the number of support vectors, which increases as the number of classes and the disparity of the samples do in the training set. For this reason, we try to improve the success ratio and reduce, in some cases, the number of support vectors according to the fact that, as we can observe in Fig. 5 , many support vectors are very similar except in the illumination level.
Thus, we search for several methods to process images, which give us images more suitable than the original ones in order to get a more homogenous set for this application.
Gray level normalization
Since our dataset present different variations of illumination, it seems obvious that one alternative to reduce this effect consists of a normalization gray level average. In this way, all image histograms are centered over a fixed gray level value K. In Fig. 8 the results are shown after this transformation is being applied with K ¼ 120 for the original set shown in Fig. 7 .
Contrast stretching
One of the alternatives to reduce the lighting variations is to use piecewise linear functions through a contrast-stretching transformation. Low-contrast images can result from poor illumination, lack of dynamic range in the imaging sensor, or even wrong setting during image acquisition. Fig. 9 shows a transformation used for contrast stretching. The locations of points ðr 1 ; s 1 Þ and ðr 2 ; s 2 Þ control the shape of the transformation function. If r 1 ¼ s 1 and r 2 ¼ s 2 , the transformation is a linear function that produces no changes in gray levels. In this case, we have applied this technique setting ðr 1 ; s 1 Þ ¼ ðr min ; 0Þ and ðr 2 ; s 2 Þ ¼ ðr max ; L À 1Þ, where L is the number of gray levels, i.e. 256. The values of the parameters r min and r max are computed in order to achieve that at least P pixels have gray level lower than r min and other P pixels have higher than r max . Fig. 10 illustrates the results obtained over the set of Fig. 7 using the described method when the value of the parameter P has been fixed at 40.
Equalization
This method is well known and usually increases the local contrast, especially when the usable data of the image is represented 
Improving support vector machines
The main objectives of the work require the final recognition stage to be based on a method with a high accuracy but at the same time, the memory used and the number of operations in the test phase have to be minimized. As it has been mentioned, the use of SVMs in traffic sign recognition gives good results and this method is considered a sparse learning method [27] . In this work the software described in [28] is used to train the system and to obtain support vectors, while L1 SVMs were used due to the fact that with this last formulation the number of support vectors is more reduced than with the L2 SVM method [29] .
The target of this part of the work is to reduce the number of support vectors and thereby to reduce memory requirements and the number of operations needed in the test phase, with the highest possible accuracy.
Hyperparameter optimization by means of particle swarm optimization
One of the most difficult points in classification is to tune the parameters associated with the learning machine. In our case, when working with SVMs, the choice of the kernel is going to have a great influence on the success of the classifier. When the M classifiers are built, most of the one-against-all problems are not linearly separable and, as it has been mentioned, a non-linear kernel such as the one proposed in Eq. (1) has to be applied.
Support vector machines training requires setting a priori a regularization constant C [26] . When the radial basis function kernel is used, in addition to the C parameter, the c parameter has to be tuned. In (Fig. 11) it can be appreciated how the estimation of the error varies with these two parameters for a given classification experiment. This error estimation can be done using different methods such as the span estimator described by Vapnik and Chapelle [30] , the na estimator introduced by Joachims [31] or the popular leave-one-out, but in our case there are enough samples to estimate this error with a separate test set, whereas final results are calculated with a different validation set, to avoid overfitting of the system. Thus, the estimated error calculated over a test set with n test samples is given by Eq. (2) where f C;c ðx i Þ is the output of the classifier trained with h ¼ ½C; c as common hyperparameters for all the binary classifiers and y i is the real class associated with the input vector x i .
ð1 À dðy i ; f C;c ðx i ÞÞÞ:
Besides optimizing the hyperparameters to achieve a minimum in the error estimation, our target is to reduce the number of support vectors and therefore the number of operations needed in the test phase. Instead of searching for optimal hyperparameters to optimize Eq. (2) our proposal is to minimize the functional LðC; cÞ 
where l is the number of samples used to train the SVMs, k is a given error threshold below its value, we focus only on the reduction of the number of support vectors and N T SVðC;cÞ is the number of all support vectors among all the binary classifiers. This functional selects the hyperparameter that minimizes error if its value is above the k parameter. If two hyperparameter combinations produce the same error, then the second term of the expression ensures that the one with less support vectors is selected. Although other strategies are also possible, with the expression of this second term it is guaranteed that above the k value the functional only minimizes the number of support vectors in the event of a tie. When the error is below the k value, the functional selects the combination with less support vectors. Now that the functional to be minimized is defined, the problem is how to find such hyperparameters. Due to the fact that large regions in the search space give the same estimated error, this search is usually done in several works by means of a grid search [32] , but this method is not adequate to optimize the functional LðC; cÞ because the grid step should be small enough to take into account variations in the number of support vectors and so, the number of training processes to be evaluated would be huge. Instead of this, our proposal is to use a statistical local search (SLS) method to find the optimal parameters.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [33] is a recent method for function minimization and it is inspired by the emergent motion of a flock of birds searching for food. This algorithm has been proposed in preliminary works by our group to tune SVMs hyperparameters [34] . Like in other SLS, the search for the optimum is an iterative process that is based on guided random decisions taken by m particles searching the space at the same time. Each particle i has an initial position h i that is a vector with a possible solution to the problem. In our case, the components of the vector are the C and c parameters if the kernel is RBF. Each position is evaluated with the objective function described in Eq. (3) and the particles update their position according to (4) where v i ðt þ 1Þ is the new velocity of particle i; /ðtÞ is the linear inertia function as it is described in [35] , p i best is the best position achieved by the particle i; g best is the best position achieved by any of the particles, c 1;2 are coefficients, fixed at a value of 2 in this work, related to the strength of attraction to the p best and g best position respectively and r 1;2 2 ½0; 1 are random numbers generated with a uniform random distribution.
The search for each particle is done using its past information and the neighborhood one. This fact makes the particles fly to a minima position but they can escape if it is a local minima.
Optimizing binary classifiers
In the previous section, a method to optimize the hyperparameters was exposed achieving a minimum error and reducing the number of support vectors where the same kernel and same hyperparameters were used for all the binary classifiers. It is clear that there are some kinds of traffic signs that are quite different from the rest and it would be enough to separate them from the rest with a linear kernel. When this happens, this kernel should be selected because it is the one with fewer operations required and only one equivalent vector support has to be stored in memory. On the other hand, the variance of each kind of traffic sign does not have to be so similar, and therefore, a good strategy to improve the accuracy and the number of support vectors is to search for the optimal hyperparameters for each binary classifier. In this part of the work, we propose to use the following steps to design each binary classifier.
1. Calculate the estimated error with a linear kernel. As it has been mentioned a SVM trained with the linear kernel implies only to calculate a dot product in the test phase, so the first step is to estimate the best error found with a linear kernel and store it as l . Note that a SVM trained with a linear kernel only requires to tune the C parameter and this can be done by a sweep of several values of this parameter. In our case, we have selected a sweep from C ¼ 10 to C ¼ 1000 with 20 steps. No better results were found if the range or number of steps were increased. 2. Estimate the error with the RBF kernel. If l 6 k the linear kernel ensures to be the best option to minimize Eq. (3) and so this second step can be avoided. Otherwise search with PSO for the hyperparameters h ¼ ½C; c that minimizes Eq. (3) and store the error achieved with these hyperparameters as RBF . 3. Select the appropriated kernel. if l 6 RBF select the linear kernel with the corresponding C value. Otherwise, select the RBF kernel with the hyperparameters h ¼ ½C; c found in the previous step.
However, there is an objection to this focus. When all the binary classifiers were built with the same kernel, including the hyperparameters, the implicit transformation of the kernel to a Hilbert space was the same for each classifier, which means that it was possible to compare the outputs, but in this case this comparison cannot be done. To solve this problem, it is possible to add a stage for each classifier that maps the output into a probability as it is described by Platt [36] . In such a way, the classifier with the highest output will be considered if it is above a given threshold. If all the outputs are below the threshold, the sign under study is considered noise.
Grouping of support vectors
Once the optimal hyperparameters have been found, it is still interesting to reduce the requirements of memory and number of operations needed in the test phase. Support vectors are samples from the training set that lie on the margin border ð0 < a i < CÞ, are inside the margin zone or even misclassified training samples ða i ¼ CÞ. It can be appreciated in real data sets how it is highly probable that support vectors not appear as isolated samples, but there are groups of samples with small euclidean distance that are selected as support vectors. The proposal of this task is to concentrate into a unique support vector those samples that are close enough. This algorithm will be applied to each of the binary classifiers in an independent way of the strategy chosen to optimize the hyperparameters.
The algorithm to compute this reduction is as following:
1. Create two matrices, D þ and D À whose elements are calculated as follows:
where sv þ i is the ith positive support vector and sv À i is the ith negative support vector. The last part of Eq. (5) is added to avoid considering the null distance between a support vector and itself, so in the created matrices it is assigned a value b that will ensure that these distances are not taken into account. It has to be noted that this grouping of support vectors only makes sense in those binary classifiers that are built with a nonlinear kernel, because as it was mentioned for linear kernels we can store the hyperplane instead of the support vectors. It is also important to note that we are searching for support vectors that are near in a euclidean sense. However, one can deduce that it should be more correct to search for neighborhood in the transformed Hilbert space implicit in the kernel mapping. Taking into account that we can calculate the distance in the transformed space [37] as:
When using RBF kernels the previous equation becomes
and so, search for the minimum k/ðsv i Þ À /ðsv j Þk 2 implies a search for the minimum euclidean distance in the input space. The main parameter of the proposed algorithm is b, where a low value of this parameter means that only very close support vectors are grouped and decision function does not change very much, what implies a very similar performance than before applying the method. A very high value of the b parameter means that most of the support vectors are grouped, changing the decision function and the performance of the SVM drops.
Results and discussion
In this section the different methods and ideas exposed are tested to verify their capabilities to increase the accuracy and to reduce the number of support vectors. All the datasets used are divided in three sets, a training one, a test one to tune the necessary parameters and a validation one used to present the results. The division was done randomly but with a supervision to keep the same probabilities of each class of the whole dataset. In all the datasets there are noise signs from the segmentation stage that are included in each binary classifier with the rest of the samples that are not the class under study. Datasets used are described in Table 1 .
Comparing pre-processing methods and hyperparameter selection
In this section we would like to compare the exposed pre-processing methods and the strategies for the multiclass problem in two ways. On the one hand, we would like to check the improvements on the total accuracy and the rejection of noise signs, but on the other hand, it is also the target of this part of the work to verify the reduction in the number of support vectors and so, the number of operations needed for every new traffic sign to be classified and the amount of memory necessary to store the learning machines. So, for each dataset the following pre-processing methods were applied: Gray level normalization. Histogram equalization. Contrast stretching. In this work we have used r min ¼ r max ¼ 10.
These pre-processing methods produce then three different data sets plus the one without pre-processing for each of the ones described in Table 1 . Every dataset obtained is trained, tuned and validated with three different strategies:
Fixed hyperparameters: In this case, all the binary classifiers are trained with RBF kernels and the same hyperparameters for all of them. The values of these hyperparameters are described in [11] . Optimized common hyperparameters: As in the previous case, all the binary classifiers are trained with RBF kernels and the same hyperparameters for all of them but in this case the values of the hyperparameters are optimized for each dataset using PSO to minimize functional (3) . PSO was executed with 10 particles and a maximum of twelve generations. The k parameter of the functional (3) is set to a value of k ¼ 0:02 as total error allowed. Although this tolerance parameter can be fixed to any other value, the one selected fulfils the requirements needed for our system. Optimized per classifier: In this case, each binary classifier has its own hyperparameters and the kernel is chosen between the linear one or the RBF one, as it has been described. PSO is applied to each binary classifier when the RBF kernel has to be tested, giving optimized hyperparameters for each classifier. In this case the PSO algorithm is executed with eight particles and a maximum of seven generations, whereas the k parameter was reduced to k ¼ 0:002. Note that in this second case, the selected value refers to the allowed error for each binary classifier of a one versus all strategy, so the value must be reduced in order to get similar overall accuracy and in our test the selected value of achieves a total tolerance similar to the previous case.
Results, accuracy and number of support vectors, are shown in the following Tables 2-5 for red triangular, red circular, blue circular and blue rectangular traffic signs. Accuracy for a given set of hyperparameters ðq h Þ is defined as:
being h the estimated error defined in Eq. (2) . The improvement of the pre-processing methods can be seen in each column, whereas results for the different training strategies are appreciated in each row.
In these tables, it can be appreciated how the best accuracy results are obtained with histogram equalization and contrast stretching pre-processing methods, but when the common hyperparameters strategy is used the number of support vectors even increase with respect to the first strategy where no optimization was done. This behavior is quite logical as the optimization process is focused on accuracy where the error is above the k parameter. Only in those cases where the accuracy is good enough, the number of support vector is optimized by the proposed method. The strategy based on optimizing each classifier shows similar accuracy results to the common hyperparameter one, but the number of support vectors fall down in a sensitive way, which is explained due to the fact that the optimization in support vector number is easier done in some binary classifiers, even using linear kernels, whereas more support vectors can be spent in those binary classifiers that require more complex frontiers. Although the reduction of the number of support vectors in red triangular and circular signs is quite important, even above a 50% in some cases, a much significant improvement can be appreciated in blue signs. The main reason for this is the number of linear binary classifiers that can be built within these kinds of signs. With this optimization strategy, histogram equalization and contrast stretching show good results in accuracy and the number of support vectors, but the former is selected due to the reduction in red signs, that have greater presence in roads, and the number of operations needed in the pre-processing stage.
It has to be highlighted that the proposed method to optimize the hyperparameters implies several hours to get trained the whole database. Nevertheless, what is really important in TSDRS is to reduce time once the system is trained, which is achieved with the reduction of the number of support vectors. Average classification time strongly depends on the system employed and the amount of information is considered. This average time, with the proposed reduction scheme, is about one second per image if all the signs are considered.
Finally, to probe the statistical significance of the achieved improvements the conclusions obtained in [38] 
where n is the number of samples of the dataset used to estimateq 1 andq 2 ; z a can be determined from tables of the normal law and q is the true mean obtained for the considered classifiers. Assuming for this last value q ¼ 0:98 and a third of the number of samples used to estimate the accuracy the minimum statistically significant different can be obtained. Table 6 shows, with a risk a ¼ 0:05, these minimum differences for the studied datasets and it can be appreciated how the improvements achieved can be considered statistically significant. In order to show how the system performs on a typical route, a video sequence is included in [39] where it can be appreciated how in a large video sequence the system detects all the traffic signs. The sequence also gives a clear idea about the behavior of the recognition stage. Once the traffic sign has been detected, there are some frames where the traffic sign is considered to be noise, what is reflected in the sequence as a flickering in the traffic sign icon. However, it also can be shown how the number of false positives is null in this case.
Grouping support vectors
Once we have studied the improvements achieved by the preprocessing stage plus an adequate hyperparameter optimization strategy in accuracy and the number of support vectors sense, in this section the results when the exposed support vector grouping method is used are presented. From here on, the pre-processing method used is contrast stretching and the optimization is done per classifier. In Figs. 12 and 13 , the accuracy and the number of support vectors against the distance threshold b for circular and triangular red signs are shown. As it was mentioned there is a commitment in the reduction of support vectors and the performance of the SVM, controlled by the bparameter. It can be appreciated how the accuracy nearly remains fixed for distance thresholds that are not high, whereas the number of support vectors falls down quickly. For higher values of b, the accuracy begins to fall until it reaches unacceptable values. So, we can achieve a quite similar accuracy with a reduction of 25-35% of the support vectors number.
As an example, in the case of red circular signs, showed in Fig. 12 before the grouping is applied, there are 3700 support vectors with an accuracy of 0.955. After the method is applied, the point highlighted in the figure shows a number of support vectors of 2930 with an accuracy of 0.951. So, it can be appreciated how a good choice of the b parameter results in important reduction in the number of support vectors whilst the performance of the SVM keeps near the same.
Conclusion
In this work we have presented several methods to improve the accuracy of an automatic traffic sign detection and recognition system and, at the same time, to reduce the number of support vectors needed and thus, reduce the requirements of memory and time to test new samples. Contrast stretching has been demonstrated to be a good technique to increase the accuracy of the system and partially avoids illumination changes in the signs to be detected. Histogram equalization also improves the accuracy, but the number of operations to pre-process the image is greater than in contrast stretching.
Once the signs have been pre-processed, some techniques to improve accuracy and to reduce the number of support vectors are introduced. The first of these techniques is to tune the hyperparameters, that play an important role in the performance of the SVMs, by means of particle swarm optimization to achieve a faster search than testing by grid and allow the tuning of the hyperparameters with a functional that reduces the error and the number of support vectors. This strategy is extended to optimize each binary classifier with its own hyperparameters and also training with linear kernels that are good enough for some binary classifiers. Finally, an extra reduction of the number of support vectors can be achieved grouping those support vectors that are near enough. This reduction can be done keeping the accuracy in quite similar levels as the one achieved with the entire set of support vectors. Results presented indicate that accuracy is increased 3% whereas the number of support vectors is reduced to half. The proposed methods are not only applicable to the traffic sign recognition problem but could be a solution to a large variety of problems with similar requirements than the traffic sign recognition problem. 
